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Empower & Engage™

Empower your employees and engage  
your customers to increase sales.

Mobile Carrier

EMPOWER

Empower your employees by 
providing best-in-class solutions 
that enable them to focus on 
customers to increase sales.

ENGAGE

Engage your customers 
with a full and informative 
merchandise experience that 
will lead to a purchase.

INFORM

We provide you with critical 
in-store data and analytics 
for more timely and informed 
decisions.
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› Multiple security levels 
› Cross-merchandising capability
› Access Manager employee theft protection

ONEPOD

OnePOD for smartphones, tablets and watches.
Best-in-class and broadest range of solutions for handheld electronics.

OneKEY
Enhanced storewide  

security solutions
mPOS Data & analytics

The most comprehensive program for Mobile Carriers
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WEARABLES

Aesthetics that complement any wearable device.
Superior protection, a clean and consistent design and charging capability.

HIGH VALUE ACCESSORIES

Zips provide unlimited applications.
Versatile and scalable with a wide range of powered and non-powered sensors.

W2000

Most comprehensive, all-in-one 
solution to power and alarm 
wearables.

ZIPS

The only solutions for powered 
and non-powered electronic 
accessories and general 
merchandise.

WS2

Clean, consistent display for 
wearables available in hidden 
or exposed cord options; 
compatible with Zips for full 
alarm option.

MODULAR DISPLAYS

Customizable, flexible and cost 
effective attachments for select 
accessories on display.

HS SMART WATCH

Extreme high theft protection 
that provides robust security for 
watch body and band.

ZIPS FOR CONNECTED HOME

The only universal and cost-
effective platform to display and 
protect connected home devices.
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MPOS

CT300 flexible mPOS solution. 
Decrease wait time, improve the customer experience and increase sales.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

MicroSigns helps drive sales.
Interactive customer engagement at the point-of-sale increases your sales each with customers.

› Integrated charging of tablet 
and card reader

› Any tablet size, manufacturer 
and operating system

› Two USB 2.0 connections 
support peripherals & data 
connectivity

› Self-guided content helps 
drive purchase decisions 

› Reduce wait time for a 
more productive customer 
experience 

› Managed at the corporate 
level allowing you to easily 
insert/update data plans
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DATA & ANALYTICS

Insight provides in-store visibility.
Powerful in-store behavior analytics for better decision making.

PEGGED MERCHANDISE

Solutions for add-on accessories.
Tough protection for high value electronic and phone accessories.

› Monitor planogram 
compliance, customer 
interaction frequency and 
duration 

› Identify positions with the 
greatest number of security 
incidents

› Increase sales by ensuring 
optimal planogram

LOCKING HOOK

Locking collar secures hook 
to the wallboard

FLEXIBLE LOCKING HOOK

Protect some or all of the 
merchandise on the hook
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CABINETS & DRAWERS

SmartLock for fast access and better service.
Fast access to merchandise allows employees to better service customers and increase sales. No key 
needed to re-lock, simply close the door or drawer and merchandise is safe.

ONEKEY

Exclusive single key solution that provides the security, 
merchandising and analytics you need to increase sales, 
decrease theft and improve profits.

INVUE CUSTOMER SERVICE

The global reach, local service and support that’s necessary to 
maximize your security investment.

L440

Swing out glass doors

L430

Doors and drawers

L410

Sliding glass bypass doors

› Assigns a unique code to a store or department
› 12 hour time out function
› Transfers power to a wide range of storewide solutions


